SPECIALFEATURE

Laguna Heights – last few units selling fast
L

aguna Heights, the
low-rise flagship
condominium of the
Heights Holdings Group on WongAmat beach is very close to being
completely sold out, writes Dave
Buckley.
Already many of the owners
have taken up residence but
there are a few large apartments
still available which are now, of
course, fully built.
As this magazine went to
press final finishing touches were
being made to the common areas
of the building and on the top
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floor sundeck and infinity pool.
The exterior is finished and
the landscaping around the
reception area is finalised as can
be seen in the picture above.
Also fully installed are the
fitness and gymnasium suite and
the beautiful lobby and reception
area, both of which can be seen
below.
Why choose Laguna?
I asked a spokesman for Heights
Holdings to explain: Why choose
Laguna Heights?
He replied: “Laguna Heights

introduces comfortable and
convenient beachside living to
one of Pattaya’s most desired
neighbourhoods. It is, quite
simply, an outstanding location.
“With more than 10,000sqm
metres of built area and only 79
units in the entire development,
Laguna Heights is a triumph of
avant-garde design in a tropical
setting overlooking the pristine
and exclusive Wong-Amat beach,
which lies 100m distant.”
He added: “The beach’s
golden sands present endless
opportunities to laze under the

palms, dine al fresco or indulge
in the beauty of an enchanting
sunset.”
Those interested in checking
out Laguna Heights further will
find a fully furnished, ultramodern showroom complete
with top quality German (Hafele)
kitchen fittings in evidence.
These fittings are typical of those
featured in all Laguna Heights
apartments. The furniture is from
Modernform, HH’s official partner.
The showroom (pictured right)
is open every day for inspection
between 9am and 5pm. Ω

selection of remaining units
l On floors 3 and 4 a few two-bedroom (75-80sqm) units remain with
private balconies and panoramic sea views priced from Bt5.25m.
l Apartment 511 on the fifth floor is an outstanding 159sqm
two-bedroom corner unit right at the seafront end of the building,
with private balcony (plus Jacuzzi) looking directly out over the sea.
For sale at Bt14.31m.
l Apartment 711 on the seventh floor is a 112sqm two-bedroom
unit again at the seafront end of the project priced at Bt13.44m. The
view from its balcony Jacuzzi can be seen in the picture below.
l Apartment 801 on the eighth floor is a 142sqm three-bedroom
corner unit with large private balcony providing 270˚ views of WongAmat and the ocean beyond. Priced at Bt14.2m.
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